Progress Report

35kV Electrical Ductbank

Project Overview

Date: 9/26/16
Project Start: Aug. 2016

Fontaine and Stribling Work
Progress

Vault 1- excavation and lagging complete,
communication line overhead which may not
allow for the installation of a precast
vault
Vault 2- Excavated, shoring in place,
Vault to be delivered Oct. 3
Vault 3- Excavated, cast-in-place in progress, estimated completion end of sept.
Vault 4- Excavation and lagging complete, Vault to be installed Oct. 1
Vault 5- h-Piles Installed
Vault 6- Excavated, shoring in place,
Vault to be installed Oct. 1
Receiving Pit- Excavated, shoring in
place, Waiting for Jack and bore
Jack and bore- Hit split face, 9’ from
sending pit, hand mining about 1’ a Day
Vault 7/Sending pit- Excavated, Lagging in place, waiting for jack and bore

Blasting Vault 6

Vault 7/Sending Pit

Issues
We have hit rock in several places. WE are
unable to bore under
Fontaine due to a split
face condition. They are
hand-Mining until they
hit solid rock and can
use the boring machine
again. The excavations
at Vault 7 and the receiving pit will remain
open until the jack and
bore is complete.

What’s Next
Faulconer would like
to begin ductbank installation from vault 6
towards Vault 5. This
would require additional parking spaces.

Vault 6

Crispell Work
Progress

Vault 26- Planned to be delivered Oct. 5
Ductbank- 300’ of ductbank installed
-Progressing very quickly
-One lane of road closed during the day
-Both lanes open at night
-Working in 9 spaces at a time

What’s Next

Alderman Road work- Starting Nov. 14
Plan
-Two Crews start on Nov. 14
-One crew starts at Stadium rd. and works north
-One crew starts at Pratt Drive and works south
-McCormick Intersection closed winter break

-Flagmen during the day, Traffic lights at night
-Work in 250’ at a time
-Restore a section before moving on to next

Project Issues
-Finding enough space to work, we can only be in a limited amount of parking spaces at Fontaine and on Crispell
-There is a lot of water entering the excavations on Stribling Ave. Ext., it seems to be coming from underneath
the road

